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Abstract
Barnett’s method through Bezoutians is a purely linear algebra method allowing to compute
the degree of the greatest common divisor of several univariate polynomials in a very compact
way. Two different uses of this method in computer algebra are introduced here. Firstly, we
describe an algorithm for parameterizing the greatest common divisor of several polynomi-
als in K[x, y], being x a parameter taking values in an real field K. Secondly, we consider
the problem of computing the approximate greatest common divisor with limited accuracy
for several univariate polynomials following Corless et al. [R.M. Corless, P.M. Gianni, B.M.
Trager, S. Watt, The singular value decomposition for polynomial systems, in: ACM Inter-
national Symposium on Symbolic and Algebraic Computation, 1995, pp. 195–207]. Given a
family of polynomials whose coefficients are imperfectly known, we describe an algorithm
for computing their approximate greatest common divisor by using, as main tools, Barnett’s
method and singular value decomposition computations. Furthermore, we show how to use this
algorithm in order to obtain the approximate squarefree decomposition of a given polynomial
with imperfectly known coefficients.
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0. Introduction
This paper is devoted to presenting two different applications in computer algebra
of Barnett’s method through Bezout matrices.
On the one hand, we describe how to parameterize the greatest common divisor of
several polynomials when their coefficients depend on a parameter. Barnett’s method
(see [2,8]) provides a very compact way of representing the greatest common divisor
of a finite family of univariate polynomials and it seems very appropriate to deal with
this problem. The best and oldest known algorithm to compute the greatest common
divisor of two polynomials is the Euclidean algorithm; however, it only solves this
problem for two polynomials and when the coefficients are well defined in a field. If
the computations depend on one parameter, the use of Euclidean algorithm involves
a combinatorial explosion.
Here we describe in detail not only how to parameterize but also how to obtain
the greatest common divisor when the parameter takes values in a real field. The
main advantage of our method lies in computing first a parameterization (in terms
of the values of the parameter) of degrees of the different possible greatest common
divisors, just using Bezout matrices and characteristic polynomials. Once the degrees
have been obtained, the different greatest common divisors are computed in a direct
and explicit way through the resolution of some linear systems. If the parameter is
not real, we have to combine the Mulmuley Algorithm with the Barnett’s method in
order to obtain the right parameterization.
On the other hand, we consider the problem of computing the approximate greatest
common divisor with limited accuracy for several univariate polynomials. There has
been much interest in studying this problem for the last 25 years, and there have
appeared a big number of works on this subject but considering two polynomials (see
for example [4,6,14–16]). In [12], we can find an excellent revision of the last works as
well as new tools for studying this subject as Pade approximations and graph theory.
In this paper, we are trying to give a reasonable answer to the approximate gcd
problem for several polynomials by using as main tools Barnett’s method through
Bezoutians and the singular value decomposition of matrices. The algorithm presented
here provides a candidate gcd and the associated perturbed polynomials. Furthermore,
this method allows us to deal with the approximate squarefree decomposition problem.
In [13,14], we find a different algorithm which uses Sylvester matrices instead of
Bezout matrices. Lastly, we would like to add that here we do not study the relation
between the approximate gcd and the close common roots of polynomials.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 1 describes Barnett’s method through
Bezoutians; Section 2 presents the algorithm for parameterizing the gcd of several
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polynomials and examples; Section 3 provides some basic definitions needed to intro-
duce the approximate gcd problem; in Section 4, we introduce some results in the
approximate gcd problem for several polynomials and we present the algorithm to
compute it; in Section 5, we describe an algorithm for computing the squarefree
decomposition by using Barnett’s method. Finally, Section 6 presents the algorithm for
obtaining the approximate squarefree decomposition of a polynomial and examples.
1. Barnett’s method through Bezoutians
Barnett’s method through Bezoutians is a linear algebra method based on Barnett’s
method (see [2,8]) allowing to compute the degree of the gcd of several univariate
polynomials in a very compact way. Moreover, it provides an easy parameterization
of this gcd when the considered polynomials involve parameters.
First some basic concepts used in the paper are introduced.
Definition 1.1. Let D be a domain, F its quotient field, P(y),Q(y) ∈ D[y] and n =
max{deg(P ), deg(Q)}. The Bezout matrix associated to P(y) and Q(y) is the fol-
lowing matrix:
Bez(P,Q) =


c0,0 . . . c0,n−1
...
...
cn−1,0 . . . cn−1,n−1

 ,
where the ci,j are defined by the formulae
P(y)Q(x) − P(x)Q(y)
y − x =
n−1∑
i,j=0
ci,j y
ixj .
The Bezoutian associated toP(y) andQ(y) is defined as the determinant of the matrix
Bez(P,Q) and it will be denoted by bez(P,Q),
bez(P,Q) = det(Bez(P,Q)).
Definition 1.2. Let P(y) = p0yn + p1yn−1 + · · · + pn−1y + pn and Q(y) =
q1yn−1 + · · · + qn−1y + qn be two polynomials in D[y] with p0 /= 0 and m =
deg(Q)  n − 1. Then:
• The (generalized) companion matrix of P(y) is defined by
P =


0 0 · · · 0 −pn
p0 0 · · · 0 −pn−1
0 p0 · · · 0 −pn−2
...
...
.
.
.
...
...
0 0 · · · p0 −p1

 .
• The polynomial Q(y) in D[y] is defined by Q(y) = pm0 Q
(
y
p0
)
.
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Definition 1.3. Let
P(y) = p0yn + p1yn−1 + · · · + pn−1y + pn
and
Qj(y) = qj,1yn−1 + · · · + qj,n−1y + qj,n, j ∈ {1, . . . , t}
be polynomials in D[y] with p0 /= 0 and mj = deg(Qj )  n − 1 for every j ∈
{1, . . . , t}. Then
BP (Q1, . . . ,Qt ) =


Bez(P,Q1)
...
Bez(P,Qt)

 , QP (Q1, . . . ,Qt ) =


Q1(P )
Q2(P )
...
Qt (P )

 .
Now, suppose we have a family of polynomials {P(y),Q1(y), . . . ,Qt (y)} given
as in the above definition. Barnett’s method shows how to compute their gcd by using
QP (Q1, . . . ,Qt ). In [5], a new presentation of Barnett’s method is given, replacing
the matrix QP (Q1, . . . ,Qt ) with BP (Q1, . . . ,Qt ) as follows.
Theorem 1.1. Let
P(y) = p0yn + p1yn−1 + · · · + pn−1y + pn
and
Qj(y) = qj,1yn−1 + · · · + qj,n−1y + qj,n, j ∈ {1, . . . , t}
be polynomials in D[y] with p0 /= 0 and mj = deg(Qj )  n − 1 for every j ∈
{1, . . . , t}. The degree of the greatest common divisor of P,Q1, . . . ,Qt verifies the
following formula:
deg(gcd(P,Q1, . . . ,Qt )) = n − rank (BP (Q1, . . . ,Qt )).
Theorem 1.2. Let
P(y) = p0yn + p1yn−1 + · · · + pn−1y + pn
and
Qj(y) = qj,1yn−1 + · · · + qj,n−1y + qj,n, j ∈ {1, . . . , t}
be polynomials in D[y] with p0 /= 0 and mj = deg(Qj )  n − 1 for every j ∈
{1, . . . , t}. If c1, . . . , cn are the columns of the matrix BP (Q1, . . . ,Qt ) and its rank
is n − k then the last n − k columns ck+1, . . . , cn are linearly independent and,
therefore, each ci (1  i  k) can be written as a linear combination of ck+1, . . . , cn.
Theorem 1.3. Let
P(y) = p0yn + p1yn−1 + · · · + pn−1y + pn
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and
Qj(y) = qj,1yn−1 + · · · + qj,n−1y + qj,n, j ∈ {1, . . . , t}
be polynomials inD[y]withp0 /= 0 andmj = deg(Qj )  n − 1 for every j ∈ {1, . . . ,
t}. If c1, . . . , cn are the columns of the matrix BP (Q1, . . . ,Qt ), n − k is its rank,
ck−i =
n∑
j=k+1
h
(j)
k−icj , i = 0, . . . , k − 1
and 

d0
d1
d2
...
dk

 = d0


1
h
(k+1)
k
h
(k+1)
k−1
...
h
(k+1)
1


then
G(y) = d0yk + d1yk−1 + · · · + dk−1y + dk
is a greatest common divisor for the polynomials P(y),Q1(y), . . . ,Qt (y).
The proof of these three results can be found in [5].
In order to check the linear independence of the columns of real matrices, recall
two important and well known facts (for more detail, see [11]):
1. Given a field K, A ∈Mf,c(K), beingMf,c(K) the set of all matrices with f rows
and c columns over K, the following rank equality holds:
2 rank (A) = rank
(
O A
At O
)
.
2. Given a field K, being Mc(K) the set of all c-square matrices over K, if A ∈
Mc(K) is a diagonalizable matrix and F(λ) its characteristic polynomial:
F(λ) = det(λIc − A) = λc + C1λc−1 + · · · + Cc−1λ + Cc
then the following equivalence holds:
rank A = c − i ⇐⇒
{
Cc = · · · = Cc−i+1 = 0
Cc−i /= 0
Hence, if the given polynomials are in R[y], then we have
rank BP (Q1, . . . ,Qt )  n − k

rank
(
O (ck+1, . . . , cn)
(ck+1, . . . , cn)t O
)
= 2(n − k)

C2(n−k) /= 0,
(1)
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where ci is the ith column of BP (Q1, . . . ,Qt ) and C2(n−k) the coefficient of
λtn+(n−k)−2(n−k) = λtn−(n−k) in the characteristic polynomial of(
O (ck+1, . . . , cn)
(ck+1, . . . , cn)t O
)
. (2)
Note that since the rank of the matrix made up of the columns (ck+1, . . . , cn) is at
most n − k, the coefficient of λj in the characteristic polynomial is equal to zero for
every j such that 0  j < tn + (n − k) − 2(n − k) = tn − (n − k).
2. Parametric gcd computation
This section introduces an algorithm which shows the efficacy of Barnett’s method
through Bezoutians to parameterize the gcd of several polynomials.
As a result of the above section, parameterizing the degree of the gcd means
parameterizing the rank of the matrix BP (Q1, . . . ,Qt ), whose entries depend now on
a parameter and Equality (1) states that such a rank can be characterized by coefficients
of certain characteristic polynomials. All this yields the following approach which
we will use to parameterize the rank:
Let m = min(deg(Q1), . . . , deg(Qt )).
By Theorem 1.1, the rank takes value in the interval [n − m, n],
0  deg(gcd(P,Q1, . . . ,Qt ))  m ⇐⇒ n − m  rank BP  n. (3)
Thus, if Am−i denotes the matrix(
O (cm−i , . . . , cn)
(cm−i , . . . , cn)t O
)
and Fm−i (λ) its characteristic polynomial,
Fm−i (λ) = det(λItn+n−m+i+1 − Am−i )
= λtn+n−m+i+1 + C1,i (x)λtn+n−m+i
+ · · · + C2(n−m+i+1),i (x)λtn−(n−m+i+1),
given α ∈ R, we have the following diagram:
C2(n−m+1),0(α) = 0⇐⇒rank = n − m (4)
C2(n−m+1),0(α) /= 0, C2(n−m+2),1(α) = 0⇐⇒rank = n − m + 1
...
C2(n−m+1),0(α) /= 0, . . . , C2n,m−1(α) /= 0⇐⇒rank = n.
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Finally, once the different possibilities of degree have been obtained, the coeffi-
cients of gcd’s will be computed by applying Theorem 1.3.
In the following sections, we describe our algorithm in detail.
2.1. The algorithm
Let {P(x, y),Q1(x, y), . . . ,Qt (x, y)} be a family of polynomials in R[x, y] con-
sidered as univariate polynomials in (R[x])[y], being x a parameter which takes
values in R:
P(x, y) = yn + a1(x)yn−1 + · · · + an−1(x)y + an(x),
Qj (x, y) = qj,0(x)yn−1 + · · · + qj,n−1(x)y + qj,n(x), j ∈ {1, . . . , t}.
The final goal is to compute the different gcd’s, depending on the values of x.
First the matrices Bez(P,Qj ) (j ∈ {1, . . . , t}) are computed together with the
gcd(bez(P,Q1), . . . , bez(P,Qt))(x). Clearly if α ∈ R, then
gcd(bez(P,Q1), . . . , bez(P,Qt))(α) /= 0 ⇒ gcd(P (α, y),
Q1(α, y), . . . ,Qt (α, y)) = 1.
Therefore, if D(x) denotes the squarefree part of gcd(bez(P,Q1), . . . , bez(P,Qt))
(x), we are studying the rank behaviour of BP (Q1, . . . ,Qt ) on the roots of D(x). At
the end, a factorization of D(x) is obtained according to the different values that the
rank of BP (Q1, . . . ,Qt ) can reach. Since the last n − m columns of BP (Q1, . . . ,Qt )
are linearly independent (see Eq. (3)), at most we can obtainm factors, {Dm−i (x)} (0 
i  m), which parameterize the rank in the following way:
Dm−i (α) = 0 ⇔ rank(BP (Q1, . . . ,Qt )) = n − m + i ⇔
deg(gcd(P,Q1, . . . ,Qt )) = m − i.
After computing the polynomials {Dm−i (x)}, the different possible gcd’s are obtained.
2.1.1. How to get the polynomials Dm−i
The computation of every Dm−i can be achieved in a compact way. Following the
above notation, recall that
Am−i =
(
O (cm−i , . . . , cn)
(cm−i , . . . , cn)t O
)
and
Fm−i (λ) = det(λItn+n−m+i+1 − Am−i )
= λtn+n−m+i+1 + C1,i (x)λtn+n−m+i
+ · · · + C2(n−m+i+1),i (x)λtn−(n−m+i+1).
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In order to obtain the different possible factors of D(x), we have to consider that
the parameter is a real root of D(x) and the relation between the coefficients of the
characteristic polynomials and the rank of BP (Q1, . . . ,Qt ), given by Eq. (4). Then,
for 0  i < m:
Dm(x) = gcd
(
D(x),C2(n−m+1),0(x)
)
Dm−1(x) = gcd
(
D(x)
Dm(x)
,C2(n−m+2),1(x)
)
...
Dm−i (x) = gcd
(
D(x)
Dm(x) . . . Dm−i+1(x)
,C2(n−m+i+1),i (x)
)
and for i = m,
D0(x) = D(x)
Dm(x) · · ·D1(x) .
2.1.2. How to get characteristic polynomials
In order to compute characteristic polynomials, we propose the use of the sequential
Berkowitz algorithm based on Samuelson’s Formula.
Samuelson’s Formula:
Let r, n ∈ N, 1  r < n and let Ar (respectively Ar+1) be the leading principal
submatrix of order r (respectively r + 1) of a given n × n matrix A. Consider the
following partition of Ar+1:
Ar+1 =
(
Ar Sr
Rr ar+1,r+1
)
,
where Sr ∈ D(r)×1, Rr ∈ D1×(r) and let Pr+1(λ) = det(λIr+1 − Ar+1) and Pr(λ) =
det(λIr − Ar) be the characteristic polynomials of the matrices Ar+1 and Ar respec-
tively with Pr(λ) = crλr + cr−1λr−1 + · · · + c0. Then
Pr+1(λ) = (λ − ar+1,r+1)Pr(λ)
−
r∑
k=1
[(RrAk−1r Sr )cr + · · · + (RrSr)cr−k+1]λr−k.
Hence, by using Samuelson’s Formula recursively, the algorithm obtains the char-
acteristic polynomial computing all the characteristic polynomials of leading principal
submatrices in increasing order (see for more details [1]).
In our algorithm, if Jn denotes the backward identity matrix of ordern, by multiply-
ing BP (Q1, . . . ,Qt ) by Jn, we reverse the order of the columns of BP (Q1, . . . ,Qt ),
and obviously
rank(BP (Q1, . . . ,Qt )) = rank(BP (Q1, . . . ,Qt ) · J ).
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Observe that leading matrices different from zero matrices of(
O BP (Q1, . . . ,Qt ) · Jn
(BP (Q1, . . . ,Qt ) · Jn)t O
)
(5)
are just(
O (cn, . . . , cn−i )
(cn, . . . , cn−i )t O
)
,
0  i  n − 1. Thus, only computing the characteristic polynomial of Matrix (5)
via Berkowitz algorithm, we obtain all the characteristic polynomials required to
parameterize the gcd in our algorithm.
Remark 1. In the process described above, it is possible to have D(x) = 0, for exam-
ple, when the given polynomials never are coprime, whatever the parameter is. In
this case, Dm−i (x) equals the remainder of the squarefree part of C2(n−m+i+1),i (x)
divided by Dm−i−1(x). It is also possible to have D(x) = 1, and obviously in this
case, gcd(P,Q1, . . . ,Qt ) = 1, ∀x.
2.1.3. The coefficients
For every possible value of the rank, we now compute the corresponding gcd by
the next process.
Suppose that one of these ranks is n − (m − i), and so the parameter x only takes
values in the real set of roots of Dm−i (x). Let gm−i = gcd(P,Q1, . . . ,Qt ) with
deg(gm−i ) = m − i, A be the submatrix of BP (Q1, . . . ,Qt ) made up of the last
n − m + i columns and {cl}1lm−i be the first m − i columns. By Theorem 1.3,
to compute the coefficients of the gcd gm−i , the first coordinate h(m−i+1)l into the
solution of the following linear system is only required
Ax = cl, (6)
for every l, 1  l  m − i.
By applying either Gauss or Bareiss algorithm to the matrix BP (Q1, . . . ,Qt ), the
following structure is obtained:


cˆ1 · · · cˆm−i c˜m−i+1 · · · c˜n−1 c˜n
α1,1 · · · α1,m−i τ1,m−i+1 · · ·  τ1,n
 · · ·   · · · τ2,n−1 0
...
...
...
.
.
.
αn−m+i,1 · · · αn−m+i,m−i τn−m+i,m−i+1
0 · · · 0 0
...
...
...
0 · · · 0 0


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and every h(m−i+1)l is equal to
h
(m−i+1)
l =
αn−m+i,l
τn−m+i,m−i+1
, 1  l  m − i.
Note that the pivots are computed modulo Dm−i (x).
2.2. Example
Given P(x, y), Q1(x, y), Q2(x, y) and Q3(x, y) as follows:
P(x, y) = y6 +
(
−x2 + x + 6
)
y5 +
(
−x3 − 6x2 + 5x + 14
)
y4
+
(
x4 − 5x3 − 15x2 + 9x + 14
)
y3
+
(
x5 + 5x4 − 10x3 − 19x2 + 5x + 5
)
y2
+
(
4x5 + 9x4 − 9x3 − 14x2
)
y + 5x4 + 5x5 − 5x2 − 5x3,
Q1(x, y) = y5 +
(
x2 + 8x − 12
)
y4 +
(
8x3 − x2 − 96x + 2
)
y3
+
(
−8x3 − 9x2 + 16x + 108
)
y2
+
(
−72x3 + 9x2 + 864x − 99
)
y − 792x + 72x3,
Q2(x, y) = y5 +
(
−x2 + 2x + 6
)
y4 +
(
−2x3 − 4x2 + 11x + 14
)
y3
+
(
−x4 − 9x3 − 4x2 + 23x + 14
)
y2
+
(
−4x4 − 14x3 + 4x2 + 19x + 5
)
y − 5x4 − 5x3 + 5x2 + 5x,
Q3(x, y) = y5 +
(
x2 − 1
)
y4 +
(
2x2 − 8
)
y3 +
(
x4 − 11x2 + 8
)
y2
+
(
−3x4 + 4x2 + 16
)
y + 4x2 + 2x4 − 16
in R[x, y], their gcd is to be determined depending on the real values of the parameter
x.
After computing the different matrices Bez(P,Qi), i ∈ {1, 2, 3}, and polynomials
bez(P,Qi), the polynomial D(x) is determined:
D(x) = x7 + 3x6 − 7x5 − 21x4 + 14x3 + 42x2 − 8x − 24.
Observe that D(x) vanishes in R, and if x ∈ R such that D(x) 	= 0 then P , Q1, Q2,
Q3 are relatively prime polynomials. Next the case of x ∈ R such that D(x) = 0 is
considered by determining the rank behaviour of the matrix BP (Q1,Q2,Q3) on the
roots of D(x).
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After computing the characteristic polynomials required with the sequential Berko-
witz algorithm, and according to Section 2.1, it follows that since
gcd(D,C4,0) = 1,
gcd(D,C6,1) = 1,
gcd(D,C8,2) = 1,
gcd(D,C10,3) = 1,
gcd(D,C12,4) = x5 + 6x4 + 9x3 − 6x2 − 22x − 12 = D1(x),
D(x)
D1(x)
= x2 − 3x + 2 = D0(x),
there are two possibilities for the gcd:
1. x verifies D1(x) = 0 : let g1 = gcd(P,Q1,Q2,Q3) with deg(g1) = 6 − 5 = 1.
By Theorem 1.3, the trailing coefficient of g1, d1, is computed such that
g1 = y + d1(x)
with
d1(x) = −5/7 − 1/14x4 − 3/14x3 + 3/7x,
2. x verifies D0(x) = 0 : then P , Q1, Q2, Q3 are relatively prime polynomials.
Remark 2. If we consider polynomials in the polynomial ring over an arbitrary field,
symmetric matrices are likely not to be diagonalizable, and so their characteristic
polynomials do not provide the rank. In this case, by applying Mulmuley’s algo-
rithm (see [11]), we find a generalization of our algorithm, parameterizing the rank
through the computing of the characteristic polynomial by Berkowitz algorithm of
the following matrix:
diag(1, . . . , ztn+n)
(
O BP (Q1, . . . ,Qt ) · Jn
(BP (Q1, . . . ,Qt ) · Jn)t O
)
,
where z is a new variable.
3. εgcd. Preliminaries
The greatest common divisor computation of two polynomials is probably the
most basic problem in computer algebra and there are a big number of algorithms for
solving it, which assume that the input is exact.
However, suppose we are asked to compute the gcd of a family of polynomials
in R[x] whose coefficients are not known exactly and we are expected to give a
satisfactory answer. For example, given p = x2 − 0.9999, q = x + 1, the answer
gcd(p, q) = x + 1 seems to be more satisfactory than the exact answer gcd(p, q) =
1. In this case, we talk about the approximate gcd.
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3.1. Vector norms
We consider here as norm of a vector in Rn,v = (x1, . . . , xn), the Euclidean norm
(or l2 norm), given by
||v|| =
√
x21 + · · · + x2n.
As for the matrices, given A ∈ Mn, we consider the matrix norm induced by the vector
norm l2, called the spectral norm, defined by
|||A||| = max||x||=1 ||Ax||.
Note that this norm is different from the Frobenius norm, which is defined by
|||A|||F =
√√√√ n∑
i,j=1
a2i,j ,
however, both norms are equivalent:
|||A|||  |||A|||F 
√
n · |||A|||
(for more detail, see [9]).
A polynomial P(x) =∑ni=0 pixi can be viewed as its coefficient vector P =
(p0, . . . , pn). In this way, the same norm for vectors will be used for polynomials,
||P || =
√
p20 + · · · + p2n,
and the distance between two polynomials will be measured as follows:
d(P (x),Q(x)) = ||P − Q||.
Finally, we define for several polynomials P1(x), . . . , Pn(x)
||(P1, . . . , Pn)|| =
√
||P1||2 + · · · + ||Pn||2.
3.2. Singular value decomposition
If A ∈ Mm,n has rank k, then it may be written in the form A = V ·  · W ∗, where
V ∈ Mm,W ∈ Mn are unitary and  = diag(σ1, . . . , σq) ∈ Mm,n, with σ1  σ2 
· · ·  σk > σk+1 = · · · = σq = 0, where q = min{m, n}. The numbers σi are the
nonnegative square roots of the eigenvalues of A∗A, with A∗ = At and they are
known as the singular values of A. The factorization A = VW ∗ is known as the
singular value decomposition of A, denoted by SVD.
The most important property of the SVD for our goal is likely to be the following:
σi+1 = min
rankSi
|||A − S|||. (7)
In other words, σi+1 is the distance to the nearest matrix of rank strictly less than
i + 1, with the spectral norm.
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Moreover, the relation between the spectral norm and the singular value decom-
position is well known (for more details about the SVD, see for example [9]):
|||A||| = σ1 = max||x||=1 ||Ax||, σn = min||x||=1 ||Ax||,
and if A is square and nonsingular,
|||A−1||| = 1
σn
.
Observe that it is possible to know how “far" BP (Q1, . . . ,Qt ) is from having
another rank using their singular values. This reasoning could bring us a solution to
the problem to compute an approximate gcd.
4. εgcd for several polynomials with BP (Q1, . . . ,Qt)
Let P(x),Q1(x), . . . ,Qt (x) be a family polynomials of degree n and mi respec-
tively, with n  mi , and ε > 0.
Definition 4.1. An ε-divisor of P(x),Q1(x), . . . ,Qt (x) is a divisor d(x) of P˜ (x),
Q˜1(x), . . . , Q˜t (x), with deg(P˜ )  n, deg(Q˜i)  mi , ||P − P˜ ||  ε, and ||Q1 − Q˜1,
. . . ,Qt − Q˜t ||  ε. An εgcd of P(x),Q1(x), . . . ,Qt (x) is an ε-divisor of maxi-
mum degree.
First, we give some helpful lemmas.
Lemma 4.1. Let P(x) =∑ni=0 pixi and Q(x) =∑mi=0 qixi (pn /= 0, qm /= 0, n 
m) be polynomials in R[x] and ε > 0. If Q(x) is viewed as∑ni=0 qixi, with qm+1 =· · · = qn = 0, then
Bez(P,Q)
=


p1 · · · pn
... q
pn




q0 · · · qn−1
.
.
.
...
q0


−


q1 · · · qn
... q
qn




p0 · · · pn−1
.
.
.
...
p0

 .
For proof, see [10].
Lemma 4.2
1. Given Q(x) = Q1(x) + Q2(x), then Bez(P,Q) = Bez(P,Q1) + Bez(P,Q2).
2. |||Bez(P,Q)|||  2n · ||P || · ||Q||.
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Proof. The first item is one of the best known properties of Bezoutians. For item (2),
by Lemma 4.1:
|||Bez(P,Q)|||

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣


p1 · · · pn
... q
pn


∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣


q0 · · · qn−1
.
.
.
...
q0


∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
+
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣


q1 · · · qn
... q
qn


∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣


p0 · · · pn−1
.
.
.
...
p0


∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣


p1 · · · pn
... q
pn


∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
F
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣


q0 · · · qn−1
.
.
.
...
q0


∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
F
+
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣


q1 · · · qn
... q
qn


∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
F
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣


p0 · · · pn−1
.
.
.
...
p0


∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
F
 2n · ||P || · ||Q||. 
Lemma 4.3. Given P(x),Q1(x), . . . ,Qt (x), we have
|||BP (Q1, . . . ,Qt )|||  2n||P || · ||Q1, . . . ,Qt ||.
Proof. Let σ1 be the largest singular value of BP (Q1, . . . ,Qt ) and so |||BP (Q1, . . . ,
Qt )||| = σ1. Thus, σ 21 is the largest eigenvalue of the symmetric matrix
BP (Q1, . . . ,Qt )
t · BP (Q1, . . . ,Qt ) = Bez(P,Q1)2 + · · · + Bez(P,Qt)2,
so that, by Lemma 4.2
σ 21 = |||Bez(P,Q1)2 + · · · + Bez(P,Qt)2|||

t∑
i=1
|||Bez(P,Qi)|||2 
t∑
i=1
(2n||P || · ||Qi ||)2.
Therefore,
|||BP (Q1, . . . ,Qt )|||  2n||P || · ||Q1, . . . ,Qt ||. 
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Next proposition provides an upper bound for the degree of the εgcd.
Proposition 4.1.GivenP(x)andQi(x) such that ||P(x)|| = ||Q1(x), . . . ,Qt (x)|| =
1. If the singular values of the matrix BP (Q1, . . . ,Qt ) are σj , j = 1, . . . , n and
σ1  σ2  · · ·  σk > 2n · (ε2 + 2ε), then deg(εgcd)  n − k.
Proof. Suppose deg(εgcd) = n − k + i > n − k, i  1. Then there exist polyno-
mials P˜ (x) and Q˜i(x) such that ||P − P˜ ||  ε, ||Q1 − Q˜1, . . . ,Qt − Q˜t ||  ε, and
degree(gcd(P˜ , Q˜1, . . . , Q˜t )) = n − k + i, that is, rank(BP˜ (Q˜1, . . . , Q˜t )) = k − i.
If we denote
P˜ (x) − P(x) = P(x), Q˜i − Qi = Qi, 1  i  t,
then, by Lemma 4.2,
B
P˜
(Q˜1, . . . , Q˜t ) − BP (Q1, . . . ,Qt )
=


Bez(P,Q1) + Bez(P,Q1) + Bez(P,Q1)
...
Bez(P,Qt) + Bez(P,Qt) + Bez(P,Qt)


= BP (Q1, . . . , Qt) + BP (Q1, . . . ,Qt ) + BP (Q1, . . . , Qt).
It follows that
|||B
P˜
(Q˜1, . . . , Q˜t ) − BP (Q1, . . . ,Qt )|||
 |||BP (Q1, . . . , Qt)||| + |||BP (Q1, . . . ,Qt )|||
+|||BP (Q1, . . . , Qt)|||
 2n · (ε||P || + ε||Q1, . . . ,Qt || + ε2) = 2n · (ε2 + 2ε).
However,
|||B
P˜
(Q˜1, . . . , Q˜t ) − BP (Q1, . . . ,Qt )|||  σk−i+1  σk > 2n · (ε2 + 2ε),
and so, we can conclude that deg(εgcd)  n − k. 
Observe that if either ||P(x)|| /= 1 or ||Q1(x), . . . ,Qt (x)|| /= 1, following Propo-
sition 4.1, 2n · (ε2 + 2ε) must be replaced with 2n · (ε||P || + ε||Q1, . . . ,Qt || + ε2).
When the given polynomials verify the conditions of Proposition 4.1, we can
compute a candidate for the εgcd of degree n − k, by applying Theorem 1.3 in the
least-squares sense. Afterwards, we must check if such a candidate is a good εgcd of
the given polynomials. In order to perform this step, we follow the method given by
Corless et al. [4], not only for two polynomials but for several ones. The next result
comes from [4] and it can also be found in [12].
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Proposition 4.2 [4]. Given two polynomials p(x) and d(x) of degrees k and l,
and a positive ε, it suffices to use O(k min{log k + 1, l}) ops to decide if d(x) is
an ε-divisor of p(x) (under the 2-norm) and, if so, to compute two polynomials
p∗(x) and p(x) = p(x) − d(x) · p∗(x) such that ||p|| is minimum provided that
degp(x)  degp(x).
The coefficient vector of p∗(x) is computed in Corless et al. [4] as a least-squares
solution to the Toeplitz system of linear equations, D · p∗ = p, representing the poly-
nomial equation d(x)p∗(x) = p(x). More concretely, if d(x) =∑n−ki=0 dixi, p(x) =∑n
i=0 pixi , then


dn−k
dn−k−1 dn−k
...
...
.
.
.
d0
.
.
.
d0 dn−k
.
.
.
...
d0




p∗k
...
...
p∗0

 =


pn
...
...
p0

 . (8)
The complexity given in Corless et al. [4] was improved in [12]. As for the computation
of the SVD, the best known used algorithm is the Golub–Reinsch algorithm (see [7]).
However, when we have three or more polynomials, our matrix has much more rows
than columns. In this case, it is more efficient to use the R-SVD algorithm, which is
described in detail in [3].
All these results yield the following algorithm.
4.1. Algorithm for εgcd
Input: P(x),Qi(x), 1  i  t , with n = deg(P ) > deg(Qi),∀i, and ε > 0.
1. Compute BP (Q1, . . . ,Qt ).
2. Compute the SVD of BP (Q1, . . . ,Qt ).
3. Find k such that σk > 2n · (ε2 + ε||P || + ε||Q1, . . . ,Qt ||) > σk+1 (if k = n, then
εgcd(P,Q1, . . . ,Qt ) = gcd(P,Q1, . . . ,Qt ) = 1).
There may be singular values after σk which are not small enough to be not con-
sidered. In this case, it is usually better to choose a k in an intuitive way.
4. Compute d(x) of degree n − k, by Theorem 1.3.
Let ci denote the ith column of BP (Q1, . . . ,Qt ). We compute the coefficients
of d(x) by solving the following linear least-squares problems: for every i ∈
{1, . . . , n − k}, minimize ||ci || with
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ci = (cn−k+1, . . . , cn)


hn−k+1i
...
hni

− ci .
Since rankBP (Q1, . . . ,Qt ) is greater than k, the submatrix (cn−k+1, . . . , cn) has
full rank and these full rank least-squares problems can be solved by the method
of normal equations. Note that nt  k, thus, one of the advantages of this method
is that it reduces the problem solving symmetric positive definite linear system of
order k × k.
In [7], it is shown that the sensitivity of the least-squares problems problem largely
depends on the condition number of the matrix (cn−k+1, . . . , cn), so it is advisable
to check in advance how large the number κ(cn−k+1, . . . , cn) is. However, note
that the first columns which are making BP (Q1, . . . ,Qt ) to be rank deficient have
been eliminated, so (cn−k+1, . . . , cn) is supposed to be well conditioned.
5. Test if d(x) is ε-divisor of P,Q1, . . . ,Qt following Proposition 4.2. If we find
P˜ (x) and Q˜i(x) such that ||P − P˜ ||  ε, ||Q1 − Q˜1, . . . ,Qt − Q˜t ||  ε, then
d(x) will be an εgcd of P(x),Q1(x), . . . ,Qt (x).
Output: d(x), P˜ (x) and Q˜i(x).
4.2. Examples
Next, we show our method in detail with two examples: the first taken from [14]
and the second from [13]. Both are performed with Maple 7.
4.2.1. Example 1
Given P(x),Q1(x), . . . ,Q6(x) as follows:
P(x) = x5 − 4.000001x3 + 0.99999999x2 − 4.0000009,
Q1(x) = 3.0000003x4 − 14.0000009x2 + 7.9999998,
Q2(x) = 1.000001x4 − 4.9999999x2 + 3.999996,
Q3(x) = 1.000001x4 − 7.0000032x2 + 12.000001,
Q4(x) = 2.000001x3 + 1.000002x2 − 8.000008x − 4.00001,
Q5(x) = x3 + 1.000002x2 − 4.000001x − 4.000009,
Q6(x) = 2.000003x5 + 1.000003x2 − 8.000008x3 − 4.00001,
we are computing the εgcd with ε = 0.0001 and the Euclidean polynomial norm.
The SVD of the matrix BP (Q1, . . . ,Q6) are
138.006164694307330,
110.615656178615708,
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37.5434427135305812,
.0000103254491889370348,
.00000807829814213737144,
therefore, the matrix BP (Q1, . . . ,Q6) has nearly rank equal to 3. Moreover, the
condition of Proposition 4.1 is verified since
2 · 5 · (0.00012 + 0.0001 · ||P || + 0.0001 · ||Q1,Q2,Q3,Q4,Q5,Q6||)
= 0.03245811818.
So, we choose 2 as the degree of the εgcd.
By applying 1.3 and the least-square method, a possible candidate for the εgcd
may be
d(x) = x2 + h32x + h31
with
h32 = −3.72072251009783107 × 10−7, h31 = −3.99999956519928234.
Finally, we should test if d(x) is a good ε-divisor of the given polynomials. We follow
Section 4.2 to find polynomials P˜ and Q˜i such that:
||P − P˜ ||  ε, ||Q1 − Q˜1, . . . ,Qt − Q˜t ||  ε, gcd(P˜ , Q˜1, . . . , Q˜t ) = d.
The obtained polynomials are
P˜ (x) = 1.00000031455711036x5 − 0.0000002683285940x4
−4.000000923x3 + 0.9999999230x2 + 0.0000000196598360x
−4.000000917,
Q˜1(x) = 3.00000049622020404x4 − 0.0000008754642479x3
−14.00000085x2 − 0.0000002188660904x + 7.999999810,
Q˜2(x) = 1.00000034970859875x4 − 0.0000002626394281x3
−5.000000064x2 − 0.0000000656598492x + 3.999995959,
Q˜3(x) = 1.00000077932901976x4 − 0.0000000875466061x3
−7.000003254x2 − 0.000000021886649x + 12.00000099,
Q˜4(x) = 2.00000205824213406x3 + 1.000001873x2 − 8.000007734x
−4.000010033,
Q˜5(x) = 1.00000025005357429x3 + 1.000001987x2 − 4.000000937x
−4.000009001,
Q˜6(x) = 2.00000224432739770x5 − 0.0000007895398372x4
−8.000008187x3 + 1.000002803x2 − 0.0000000472295114x
−4.000010049,
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such that
||P || = 0.000000426987989889134614 < 0.0001 = ε,
||Q1, . . . , Q6|| = 0.00000105800000000000008 < 0.0001 = ε.
Thus, as a result, d(x) is a εgcd of the given polynomials.
In [13], the approximate gcd obtained is x2 − 0.0000003081203310x − 4.000000
which is very close to our approximate gcd because
||d − (x2 − 0.0000003081203310x − 4.000000)||
= 0.000000439675844312246032.
4.2.2. Example 2
Given P(x), Q1(x), Q2(x) and Q3(x) as follows:
P(x) = (x5 − 1)(x4 − x + 1),
Q1(x) = (x5 − 0.9999)(x + 4.0001),
Q2(x) = (x5 − 0.9999)(x4 − 3.0003x − 2.9999),
Q3(x) = (x5 − 1.0001)(x4 − 3.0001x − 0.9999)
we are computing the εgcd with ε = 0.0005 and the Euclidean polynomial norm.
The SVD of the matrix BP (Q1,Q2,Q3) are in decreasing order
23.95232035, 16.20867976, 10.56700282, 6.621654325, 0.001169947039,
0.001040084799, 0.0006748437338, 0.0005551132523, 0.0004700978345
therefore, the matrix BP (Q1,Q2,Q3) has nearly rank equal to 4, however, its exact
rank is equal to 9. Moreover, since
2 · 9 · (0.00052 + 0.0005 · ||P || + 0.0005 · ||Q1,Q2,Q3||) = .1093080525,
we choose 5 as the degree of the εgcd. By applying Theorem 1.3 in the least-squares
sense, a possible candidate for the εgcd may be
d(x) = x5 + .1525692703 × 10−5x4 + .18322 × 10−5x3
+.2381174694 × 10−4x2 − .3165899348 × 10−4x − .9999732050.
Finally, we should test if d(x) is a good ε-divisor of the given polynomials. We follow
Section 4.2 to find polynomials P˜ and Q˜i such that
||P − P˜ ||  ε, ||Q1 − Q˜1, . . . ,Qt − Q˜t ||  ε,
gcd(P˜ , Q˜1, . . . , Q˜t ) = d.
The obtained polynomials are
P˜ (x) = 1.000013244x9 − 0.00001022723249x8 + 0.00002865250350x7
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−1.000017321x6 + 0.9999968036x5 − 0.9999867548x4
−0.00001022799002x3 + 0.00002865387822x2
+0.9999826771x − 1.000003193,
Q˜1(x) = 0.9999000808x6 + 3.999954347x5
+0.000007934715759x4 + 0.00003113808125x3
+0.00006359003421x2 − 0.9999999230x − 3.999845642,
Q˜2(x) = 0.9999583601x9 − 0.00003770684551x8 + 0.00001269172391x7
−3.000130790x6 − 2.999808311x5 − 0.9999416383x4
−0.00003770402490x3 + 0.00001269269234x2
+3.000169182x + 2.999691696,
Q˜3(x) = 1.000059888x9 − 0.00003587271629x8 + 0.00003650281930x7
−3.000262462x6 − 0.9999815126x5 − 1.000040112x4
−0.00003587775663x3 + 0.00003650596219x2
+3.000237539x + 0.9999184799,
and furthermore
||P − P˜ || = 0.5312844354 × 10−4 < 0.0005 = ε,
||Q1 − Q˜1,Q2 − Q˜2,Q3 − Q˜3|| = 0.0004761047926 < 0.0005 = ε.
Thus, as a result, d(x) is a εgcd of the given polynomials.
In [13], the approximate gcd obtained is equal to x5 + 0.0001742619700x −
1.0007731 which is very close to our approximate gcd because
||d − (x5 + 0.0001742619700x − 1.0007731)|| = 0.0008263220563.
5. The squarefree decomposition via Barnett’s method
Recall the definition of the squarefree decomposition of a polynomial.
Definition 5.1. The squarefree decomposition of the polynomial P(x) ∈ D[x] is
defined as
P(x) =
t∏
j=1
(Pj (x))
j ,
where every Pj (x) is a squarefree polynomial in D[x] verifying that
gcd

Pj (x),∏
i /=j
Pi(x)

 = 1.
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Observe that each Pj (x) contains all the multiple roots of multiplicity j of P(x).
Next theorem shows how Barnett’s method allows us to compute the squarefree
decomposition of a polynomial.
Theorem 5.1. Given a polynomial P(x) in D[x], let P (i)(x) be its ith derivative and
P1 · P 22 · · ·P tt the squarefree decomposition of P(x). Defining
R0(x)
def= P
R1(x)
def= gcd(P, P (1))
R2(y)
def= gcd(P, P (1), P (2))
...
Rt−2(x)
def= gcd(P, P (1), . . . , P (t−3), P (t−2))
Rt−1(x)
def= gcd(P, P (1), . . . , P (t−3), P (t−2), P (t−1))
Rt (x)
def= gcd(P, P (1), . . . , P (t−3), P (t−2), P (t−1), P (t)) = 1
then
Pi(x) · Pi+1(x) · · ·Pt(x) = Ri−1(x)
Ri(x)
, 1  i  t
and
Pt(x) = Rt−1(x),
Pi(x) =
Ri−1(x)
Ri(x)
Ri(x)
Ri+1(x)
= Ri−1(x) · Ri+1(x)
Ri(x)2
, 1  i  t − 1. (9)
Note that if n is the degree of P(x) then
t = min

j : rank


Bez(P, P (1))
...
Bez(P, P (j))

 = n

 . (10)
Moreover, if 1  j  t − 1,
deg(gcd(P, . . . , P (j)))=deg(Pj+1 . . . P t−jt )
>deg(Pj+2 . . . P t−j−1t )
=deg(gcd(P, . . . , P (j+1))),
which implies by Theorem 1.1 that
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rank


Bez(P, P (1))
...
Bez(P, P (j))

 < rank


Bez(P, P (1))
...
Bez(P, P (j))
Bez(P, P (j+1))

 , 1  j  t − 1. (11)
Thus, the scheme to compute the squarefree decomposition of P(x) could be the
following:
1. The largest t is determined by analyzing the matrices in Eq. (10). This amounts to
compute the rank of every matrix

Bez(P, P (1))
...
Bez(P, P (j))

 .
2. Each Rj (x) is determined by Theorem 1.3.
3. Each Pi(x) is computed by performing the division between Ri−1(x) · Ri+1(x)
and Ri(x)2.
6. ε-Squarefree decomposition
Now we introduce the definition of the approximate squarefree decomposition
with accuracy ε, or the ε-squarefree decomposition.
Definition 6.1. The ε-squarefree decomposition of the polynomial P(x) ∈ R[x] is
defined as
P(x) =
t∏
j=1
(Pj (x))
j + P(x),
where every Pj (x) is a squarefree polynomial in R[x] verifying that
gcd
(
Pj (x),
∏
i /=j Pi(x)
)
= 1 and ||P ||  ε. Every factor Pj (x) is said to be an
ε-factor of P(x).
Obviously, if we apply Theorem 5.1, the ε-squarefree decomposition is then per-
formed by the repeated use of the εgcd algorithm. Given P(x) and ε, first we obtain
the degrees of the εgcd’s of P(x) and its derivatives. Once obtained t such that ε-
gcd(P, . . . , P (t)) = 1, we compute Pt(x) as a εgcd. As for the others factors, they
are computed by Eq. (9), not dividing but solving least-squares problems as Eq. (8).
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6.1. Algorithm for ε-squarefree decomposition
Input: P(x), with n = deg(P ) and ε > 0.
1. With Algorithm 4.1, compute the εgcd of BP (P (1), . . . , P (i)), for 1  i  t ,
with 1 = εgcd(P, P (1), . . . , P (t)).
2. Compute the coefficients of every ε-factor.
3. Suppose that the ε-factors are denoted by Pi1(x), . . . , Pit (x). Test if P
i1
i1
(x) · · ·
P
it
it
(x) is a ε-squarefree decomposition of P(x) just computing
||P − P i1i1 · · ·P
it
it
||.
Output: P i1i1 (x) · · ·P
it
it
(x).
6.2. Example
Given P(x) as follows:
P(x) = x6 − 21x5 + 45x4 + 1225x3 − 3749.969x2
−22500.0021x + 24999.999999,
we are computing the ε-squarefree decomposition with ε = 0.1 and the Euclidean
polynomial norm.
First, we obtain the degrees of the different εgcd’s.
– The SVD of the matrix BP (P (1)) in decreasing order are
695324308.413472534, 78926998.5054198354, 1122820.93925554352,
0.330515129301932886, 0.0123705633533064529,
0.00000343537547219058129,
therefore, BP (P (1)) has nearly rank equal to 3. Moreover, the condition of Prop-
osition 4.1 is verified since
2 · 5 · (0.12 + 0.1 · ||P || + 0.1 · ||P (1)||) = 57000.12252.
So, we choose 3 as the degree of the εgcd(P, P (1)).
– The SVD of the matrix BP (P (1), P (2)) in decreasing order are
695651808.631586074, 81449678.5481141061, 2436130.01419925737,
436304.534405725602, 11828.7558132847026,
0.000683209013291840662,
therefore,BP (P (1), P (2))has nearly rank equal to 5 and we choose 1 as the degree
of εgcd(P, P (1), P (2)). Observe that, in this case, the condition of Proposition
4.1 is not verified since
2 · 5 · (0.12 + 0.1 · ||P || + 0.1 · ||P (1), P (2)||)
= 61448.10496 > 436304.534405725602 = σ4,
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but it is highly obvious that 2 is not a right answer for the degree of εgcd(P, P (1),
P (2)).
Consequently, the rank of BP (P (1), P (2), P (3)) is 6 and so t = 3, because
rank(BP (P (1), P (2))) ≈ 5 < rank(BP (P (1), P (2), P (3)))  6.
Thus, we already know that P(x) approximately decomposes into three squarefree
factors. Now, once obtained
εgcd(P, P (1))
= x3 − 15.0000092424754410x2 + 0.000161526137121138986x
+499.998301216732216,
εgcd(P, P (1), P (2)) = x − 9.9999915555809480,
the ε-factors are computed:
P3(x) = x − 9.9999915555809480,
P2(x) = εgcd(P, P
(1))
P3(x)2
= 1.00000075577339742x + 4.999991457,
P1(x) = P(x)
P2(x)2P3(x)3
= 1.00000674180509264x − 1.000005817.
Finally, since
||P − P1P 22 P 33 || = 0.0548529999999999990 < 0.1,
we can conclude that P1(x)P2(x)2P3(x)3 is a good ε-squarefree decomposition of
P(x).
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